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Abstract: Human skills are a critical factor in the success or failure of a digital project. Limited
studies have been conducted to identify the industry demand for skills of scrum roles (product owner,
scrum master, web developer) and levels (entry, associate, mid-senior). The evaluation of skills over
time benefits both decision-makers and associated team members, which leads to successful project
completions. The aim of this research is to improve decision making concerning the level-specific
skills of selected scrum roles for digital projects. The study identifies major and minor skills, patterns,
and relationships between levels, and formulates the mathematical equations as the most important
inputs to the skill-driven model’s implementation and evaluation. Both qualitative and quantitative
research methods were used to analyse 900 surveyed job advertisements published on LinkedIn in
Europe. Descriptive analysis was used to analyse quantitative data while the deductive approach
was followed with thematic analysis. There are required skill sets for each level of roles, level-specific
skills, industry-demanded skills, and formulas related to the initial and individual skill ratings that
are investigated. A new mechanism for evaluation is introduced based on “the time spent with
skills”. As a result, the proposed model is implemented by feeding research findings into the Mendix
programming platform. The skill-driven model is a decision-support solution in software project
management to evaluate skills which assist in assigning the right person to the right digital project.
Further investigation on different job portals can help to improve the accuracy of industry standards
and reduce the lack of progression skills by overcoming limitations identified in this paper.

Keywords: software project management; decision making; digital transformation; impact: LinkedIn;
scrum roles; skill evaluation; skill-driven model

1. Introduction

IT projects are differentiated from other engineering projects by difficulty levels of
higher complexity and ability in project failures [1]. The iron triangle is used to assess
the project performance based on time, cost, and quality. The third vertex, quality, is
mostly used in information systems for new concepts consisting of decision making and
support [2]. According to the study in [3], the most referenced object in project success
factors is “team members”. The study in [4] highlighted the importance of strong human
resources as an essential factor in on-time and successful project completion. Therefore,
the awareness and understanding of the skills of team members aid in decision making.
A skill-driven working model team can serve as a catalyst for digital transformation by
embracing an agile mindset [5], cross-functional collaboration [6], problem solving skills [7],
and continuous learning and adaptation [8]. By cultivating such a skill-driven model
and attributes within scrum teams, organisations can leverage their digital transformation
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efforts effectively, driving innovation, agility, and competitiveness in today’s fast-paced
digital economy.

The question “Who knows what?” is challenging to decision-makers when it is time to
allocate resources to a project in hand. There should be enough information to decide where
decision making is an essential element in project management. Also, project managers
avoid or postpone making decisions until there is enough information to minimise the
decision regret [9]. The project success rate is increased when the project characteristics are
used in managing and forming teams accordingly [4]. Moreover, Ref. [10] mentioned that
assigning the right person for the job enhances performance and job satisfaction. Finding
the best-fit skills is important in successful project completion.

Minimal knowledge and understanding of the project team’s capabilities based on
industry experiences lead to software project failures. A skilled team as a whole is required
to fulfil all project tasks [11]. A development team consists of many people who have vast
enterprise knowledge and experience [12]. To develop a project, company staff are required
to have essential skills, knowledge, and experience [13]. The skills and competencies of
a project member are considered a project risk factor [14]. Lack of skills or knowledge of
team members is identified as a factor in a project [15]. There is importance in studying the
skills and skill levels of the team members to answer the question “Who knows what?”,
which masks the research problem.

1.1. Trends in Scrum Teams

Agile software development and methods dominate within a variety of industries
and scientific communities on a global scale [16]. Furthermore, the scrum methodology
is still leading in the industry, and it increased to 87% in a recent survey, while 80% of
companies use agile software development as the main approach [17]. A previous study
discussed the suitability of agile methodologies for project management and software
development projects in digital transformation. It presented the successful case of scrum in
public administration in digital transformation in the city of Barcelona [18]. Many research
articles have mentioned that scrum is widely used in the IT and software development
industry. The required skills and expertise of the team are considered an impact factor in
successful projects that use scrum [19]. Team capability was identified as an important
factor for agile project success [20]. A small scrum team was formed with three scrum roles,
which are explained more in Section 2.

1.2. Interest in LinkedIn Data

According to the literature, the industry’s demand for skills impacts employee de-
velopment, to update university programs, and employers focus on trends to update
technology and to train their staff [21]. More than nine studies were detected from the last
10 years which extracted data from job advertisements to investigate the industry demand.

LinkedIn is the most used professional network for job searching. Also, there are over
675 million users and it provides millions of job opportunities [22]. Lappas [23] revealed
that there were over 180,000 different job titles in their dataset related to information
technology (IT) employees on LinkedIn. It is identified as the most frequently used platform
in terms of building professional networks. Also, job portals were considered as another
category to generate labour market data which only focuses on publishing job posts, and
according to the results, job portals remain a popular category [21]. Furthermore, another
survey highlighted that the impact of LinkedIn on businesses will increase in 2024 [24].
Therefore, the current survey uses LinkedIn as the only job board from which to collect job
description data.

1.3. Aim of the Study

The research aim is to improve the decision-making process of project team members
in terms of their job roles and levels. The influence of this phenomenon is based on
individual and contextual factors such as salary, work experience, and level of team
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expertise. Therefore, the study considered existing models and developed a skill-driven
model on decision making about job roles in software project management (SPM) to answer
“Who knows what?” effectively.

1.4. Research Question (RQ) and Objectives

The research motivation originated from the researchers’ previous work experience in
the IT industry. The other reasons behind the woek are identifying career development, the
professional well-being of employees, obtaining a better understanding of scrum teams,
and adding value to the SPM subject area, especially in the era of digital transformation.

There are 22 studies related to skills analytics that were found in the literature, which
explore skill gaps, skill mismatch, and industry demand issues. However, the least studied
areas were the first two [21]. Furthermore, investigations of soft skills on digital projects
and developing a skill evaluation tool and test to investigate the career paths of software
developers existed [3,25]. By considering the aim, motivation, and identified gaps, the
authors formed the following question for this study.

RQ: How does the major and minor skills-driven model aid in evaluating and improv-
ing decision making about the scrum team in software projects?

Objective 1: To filter major and minor skills by collecting appropriate data from
job vacancies.

Objective 2: To identify patterns and relationships of team roles by analysing col-
lected data.

Objective 3: To formulate mathematical equations for roles based on identified variables.
Objective 4: To implement a skill-based continuous evaluation model.
Objective 5: To critically evaluate the proposed model with existing techniques/models.
The overall intention of this study is to achieve all five objectives to answer the research

question. This study examines the impact of the skill-driven model in scrum teams for
software projects concerning skills, skill levels, salaries, and experiences. Overall, the paper
describes the way of achieving the mentioned objectives to answer the research question.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents related work
in the current context of the study. Section 3 describes the research method with survey
strategy, data generation method, and qualitative and quantitative analysis. Section 4
represents the results and discussion of the summarised results, along with the limitations
of the study. Finally, Section 5 concludes the study by suggesting future research.

2. Related Work

The related work specific to decision making in software projects is described in this
section, as illustrated in Figure 1. Initially, overall decision making in SPM with existing
decision-making models is presented. Next, we examine the literature regarding the
impact factors of poor decision making. The literature search was continued to extract the
factors that could be controlled externally. The skill resource factor was explored further
to reveal existing studies in skills evaluation. The limited availability of skill evaluation
to assist decision making was discovered, as no studies have focused on skills related to
role-based levels.

The scrum framework includes a small-sized team, representing the scrum fundamen-
tal unit, and generally, it is 10 or fewer, with scrum roles, such as product owner, scrum
master, and developers, that define the scrum team. Members of the scrum team have
all the necessary skills to complete a sprint, named a cross-functional [26]. Also, survey
results indicate the same three scrum roles [19]. Furthermore, the most effective agile team
composition is between three and nine members [27]. Therefore, the authors formed a
small scrum team with three members, including the product owner, the scrum master, and
the developer. Each scrum role has specific accountabilities. The scrum master establishes
the scrum by following the scrum guide. Also, they support the understanding of scrum
theory and practices for all members, both within the scrum team and the organisation.
The product owner maximises the product outcomes from the team by handling product
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backlog management. The developers are required to have domain-specific skills to achieve
project tasks in a sprint [26].

Figure 1. The overall literature review process.

The web developer role has been chosen as the developer role along with the other
two main scrum roles. There are no specific roles for specific activities such as designing
and testing in the scrum development team. Also, team members work cross-functionally
and equally on each task: designing, development, and testing. Furthermore, scrum is
well known among web application developers [28]. The study only considered three
levels due to the limited time and the data availability. According to a study, the highest
job post values were identified as 57%, 21%, and 20% for associate, entry, and mid-senior,
respectively, in LinkedIn for human resource roles [29]. Another study [30] highlighted
LinkedIn experience levels, but it considered three levels: entry, mid-level, and top-level
(director and executive). In this study, fewer job posts were available for internship, director,
and executive categories. Therefore, entry, associate, and mid-senior levels were considered
in this study.

Many applications have been developed to improve the decision-making process
in different industries to achieve various objectives. For instance, an application was
implemented as a decision-support solution for all kinds of users who are involved in
e-learning systems in the education field to evaluate and select the appropriate website [31].
Moreover, the study in [32] introduced a decision model that supports the selection of tech-
nology/programming language for software projects and other decision-making problems
faced by software engineers. As a result, the cost and time of the decision-making process
were reduced by using the decision model, which generates decisions more effectively and
efficiently to achieve the goals of the software engineers. Also, there are decision-support
applications for patient education, medical research, diagnostics, medical treatment, and
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wellness care that have been developed by using artificial intelligence (AI) in the health-
care industry. These AI applications facilitate the completion of a wide range of activities
without human inputs and interactions. For example, a case study of AI adaptation in the
healthcare sector in South Korea provides AI assumptions about patients and diseases with
measurements of decision weight [33].

2.1. Decision Making in SPM

Decision making in SPM is defined as a list of complex tasks which involve hu-
man interaction, knowledge, and cultural background. Also, decision making is an
essential element in project management [9]. Decision making is a process of investi-
gation and comparison of alternatives to observe the best option according to specific
criteria [34]. According to Sadabadi and Kama [35], the ability to make decisions is
the way of defining SPM. Therefore, software project management has a very strong tie
with decision making.

Other than theories, several tools are available in SPM for tracking project issues,
time planning, collaborative environments, and team management; these positively impact
project success, although decision-makers have very limited tools and techniques in SPM
for project planning and analysis. As a result, a study proposed a rule-based decision-
support system (DSS) to select a programming language that consists of a count of team
members as a parameter, but team technical knowledge was not counted [36]. Similarly, the
study in [32] proposed a decision model from an empirical study for selecting the best-fit
programming language/technology, which is an identical problem in the early phase of
software development. However, the study only focuses on the programming language
features and software quality attributes. In the decision model, only the project requirement
point of view is considered to select the appropriate programming language. In contrast,
the experience in technology and the programmer’s availability were not considered in
developing the decision model; these were identified as lessons learned that did not directly
impact language selection.

A problem with selecting tools in SPM exists related to the multi-criteria decision-
making (MCDM) problem, and a few studies have tried to address this problem by propos-
ing frameworks such as product lifecycle management software based on project manage-
ment body of knowledge (PMBOK) knowledge areas and decision frameworks. The PML
model included a human resource knowledge area for SPM tool selection while considering
most of the human resources criteria, for instance, task scheduling, resource management,
time tracking, and estimation under functionality features [37,38].

2.2. Factors in Poor Decision Making

Making poor decisions negatively impacts the SPM process. According to the Project
Management Institute (PMI), 47% of projects were unsuccessful due to errors in decision
making [39]. The paper indicates that there is a possibility of project failures or delays due
to some set of poor decisions and unexpected situations happening when making very
challenging decisions on complex projects in the international environment [9]. Sadabadi
and Kama [35] stated that decision making is included as a critical function to manage
effectively in SPM. As a result, effective decision making is a critical factor that directs a
project to success.

Individual and situational factors cause poor project decisions. The individual factors
related to decision-makers are experience, skills, and abilities such as communication,
knowledge, negotiation, personality, and interpersonal and organisational skills. The tech-
nical competence of team members is considered an important situational factor. Software
project managers influence more, rather than sharing decisions, when the team has limited
technical knowledge [9]. This provides clear evidence for the need to evaluate the team’s
technical knowledge. Another source also explained software project failures due to lim-
ited skills, experience, tools, and techniques in SPM. Specifically, less productivity leads to
project delays, which are a key factor in software project failure and a challenge for software
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project managers during development. The study is mainly focused on decisions based on
SPM tool selection for the overall project rather than team individual improvements [38].
Individual factors of decision-makers depend on their abilities. But the team commitment
can be improved if the team is involved in decision making, along with having a more
mature team to improve competency [9].

2.3. The Human Factor in Decision Making

Skilled resources are ranked as a project success factor in the top 10 success factors
by including the importance of project requirement execution and delivery [40]. Also,
competent, qualified, and experienced team roles contribute to projects their expertise,
and the capability of project teams is considered a critical success factor [41]. There was
a challenge in predicting the required skilled people due to emerging technology and
knowledge in an early study as well [42]. Moreover, some other research focused on the
same factors required for digital transformation in certain industries along with employers’
perceptions [43].

Team commitment to the project is one of the most important factors which defines
the success of the project. In the literature, it was identified as a critical factor in achieving
team goals effectively to make a successful team [9]. The decision-making process is
continuous when considering the software development industry and it mainly depends
on the experience and knowledge of software engineers [32]. In addition, there is a problem
in matching the right job opportunity to the right employee in software development due
to management decisions [4]. Therefore, making the right decision at the right time is more
important when managing a project team appropriately.

A recent study observed that “team members” is the most referenced term in the
literature for IT project success factors. Several papers discussed the skills of team members
in different approaches but highlighted that the project team is formed with members who
have the required skills, skill levels, knowledge, experience, and qualifications [12,13,44]. In
general, skilled staff not only represent skilled members but also represent the knowledge
to perform all sets of project tasks [11]. Therefore, the skill evaluation of everyone is
supported to achieve overall project goals and objectives.

2.4. Skill Evaluation

Several studies were conducted to extract job titles or skills [21,23,45]. However,
the focus of those studies was specific to one factor rather than both. A combination of
both factors seems to be understudied because there is not a straightforward path to skill
evaluation. Table 1 describes the availability of specific skill-related factors in other studies.

Table 1. Factors of skill classification.

Study

Job
Advertisements
(e.g., Job Boards/

Professional
Social Networks

Skill
Categorisation

(e.g., Soft, Hard,
Technical)

Role-Specific
Skills

Experience-Level
Specific Skills Salary Skill Evaluation

[21] Yes Yes No No No No
[23] Yes No No No No No
[25] No No Yes No No Yes
[36] Yes No No No No No
[46] No Yes No No No Yes
[47] Yes Yes Yes No No Yes
[48] Yes Yes Yes No Yes No
[49] Yes Yes Yes No No No
[50] Yes Yes Yes No No No
[51] Yes Yes Yes No No No
[52] Yes No No No Yes No
[53] No Yes No Yes No Yes

Current study Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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There was inaccuracy in the self-evaluation of skills that did not match industry
expectations and underestimation or overestimation when evaluating using self-rating.
In addition, the research was based on a skill matrix for skill ratings on a 1–5 scale. It
includes both perspectives from the employee and employer regarding the same set of
skills. However, the results do not match each other [46]. There is another study that uses a
skill map to calculate skill rankings from frequencies of crucial skills [47]. Also, the skill
evaluation tool is introduced based on the 1–5 point rating scale for the future work skill
profile for software engineer and developer skills, without considering the role or level [25].
Therefore, self-evaluation should not be used as a practical method in decision making.

Real-world data provides industry demand and accurate data. New sources of online
data are currently focused on the Office of National Statistics (ONS) [48]. Few studies
were found that used real-world data to analyse skills in the software industry by using
online job boards. A qualitative study specifically investigated the soft skills in software
engineering by using data from the largest job board in New Zealand and the study found
17 soft skills in the software industry [49]. Nevertheless, team roles and levels were not
considered in the analysis.

In 2020, Lappas [23] identified the most popular problem of identifying and charac-
terising IT workforce prototype career paths by analysing LinkedIn profiles. The study
tackled job role title diversity as one of the identified challenges. As a result, 13 types of job
roles were identified from the dataset and two algorithms were used for identifying career
paths. In contrast, the study was focused on categorising work groups according to the key
terms and titles (e.g., SWE work group consists of a software architect, system engineer,
lead software engineer, etc.) rather than experience levels and types of skills.

In the literature, few studies are related to specific roles and skills analysis to under-
stand industry demands. According to Ref. [48], specific data were extracted from job
advertisements such as job title, skills, salary, company name, etc. They created a node
connection map for skills which appear together in advertisements but did not consider
specific roles. Therefore, further development of an evaluation based on roles would
be difficult.

There is a study that identified the soft and technical skills of data science roles by
using job adverts. The research did not focus on experience levels of job roles when
identifying skills and left a void for further analysis [50]. As well as that, another study for
data scientist roles’ skills was analysed using the text analysis method without considering
experience-level-specific skills and skill evaluation [51].

According to Ref. [52], the SRDQN model recommends skills based on the salary
mentioned in the job post. Therefore, skills and salary should have a strong relationship in
each job post. There is another study that used inputs from one stage to the next stage by
evaluation to find skills mismatches. They introduced a digitalisation capability evaluation
system (DCES) as the target was digital skills for digitalisation [54]. Skills in demand and
skills of existing and potential employees have a mismatch. If both employer and employee
recognise the skills of each level of a given role and try to improve the identified skills, this
may lead to minimising the skills mismatch [48].

One of the best skill management models based on expertise was developed to measure
expertise in the skills of employees. A set of complex parameters was used to calculate
the expertise. The study used a post-model development survey to obtain feedback from
stakeholders [53]. However, to be an expert in a skill or knowledge, it should be gained by
training or experience. Expertise is defined as skill or knowledge possessed by an expert
in the subject matter. Furthermore, the identification of the skills and measurements is
beneficial for better future performance [55]. Put simply, experience is the time spent with
knowledge in empiricism, which is the foundation of scrum [26]. Being complex and using
some parameters that cannot be justified for the purpose give an opportunity to dive deep
into a simpler model.
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2.5. Areas to Research

Software project scheduling problems are associated with minimising a project’s
cost and time [56,57]. The project scheduling problem has been formulated in team skill
development over time as a new project property [58].

Iriarte and Bayona [3] suggested future work to implement a model to investigate
the influence of “which and how” soft skills on IT projects. They further described how it
would support selecting a best-fit skilled team that aligns with the context and nature of
the project. Even though the study focuses on soft skills, the overall outlook suggests there
is a necessity for further study.

The systematic review in [21] identified specific gaps related to IT skills and most of
them addressed skills in the demand category. Also, limited studies have been conducted
on skills gaps and skills mismatches. A similar result was observed in the literature search.
Therefore, there is further evidence for the remaining research gap. In addition, “expert
detection”, along with “skill analytics”, were suggested as important facts of the hiring
process because it is expected that digital sources such as job portals will be explored to
find industry standards for the analysis. It should be noted that the matching of industry
standards for skill expertise with organisational requirements would be beneficial for
internal people management.

One of the studies suggests that further research is required on the collected data to
implement and test the skill evaluation tool for improving the career paths of software
engineers and developers [25]. Therefore, the requirement of skill evaluation for specific
roles is mentioned as a research gap. Apart from that, individual skills and conflicts between
skills cannot be retrieved from a project manager as they are not optimised properly [59].
This leads to difficulties in decision making and overall project planning.

According to another study [56], knowledge gathered from education and training
combined with one’s own talents and abilities initially defines a skill level, and then, the
experiences added with time continuously improve the skill level. This suggests that there
is a relationship between experience and level of skills. This makes a void for further
studying the relationship between skill and experience.

A recent study has identified that a limited number of responses was a limitation
in finding role-specific data. It proposed to investigate scrum role-based characteristics
by using a large dataset as future work [19]. To gather a considerably large dataset, this
research was designed to collect data from LinkedIn.

As a summary of the literature review, the section suggests that there is a significant
area to research on role-based levels and evaluation of their corresponding skills over time.
This will allow researchers to reveal the relationships and draw mathematical connections
between them.

3. Materials and Methods

This research used both qualitative and quantitative data, which is identified as a
mixed method in the literature [60]. The Agile System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) was
followed as the research process model, as shown in Figure 2. Initially, the datasets of web
developers were analysed, and later, the same methodology was followed for the other
two roles. Research processes are not straightforward in practical scenarios, as discussed in
the literature. Furthermore, this is a flexible methodology that provides an opportunity to
work on backward and forward phases [61]. For example, the application development
was performed iteratively as it used analysed data such as mean, average, majors, minors,
etc. Therefore, the overall process was treated as an iterative process.
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Figure 2. Research process model.
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3.1. Literature Search Process

The literature review was conducted to identify the current state of the context and
gaps related to the research topic. The authors have followed the systematic mapping study
(SMS) to filter out most related resources using the following steps [62]:

1. Define the search keywords using the research topic;
2. Select databases/search engines and create search expressions;
3. Define inclusion and exclusion criteria;
4. Select the most related research papers.

The keywords and synonyms derived from the research topic are as per Table 2. In
step 2, five popular academic databases were selected: Scopus, ACM Digital Library, IEEE
Explorer, Science Direct, and Business Source Ultimate and Emerald Insight [63]. The
search query was slightly different from database to database based on the features of the
search engine. As mentioned in Section 2, background knowledge and gaps were identified
by following the above steps.

Table 2. Keywords and synonyms.

Keywords Synonyms/Other Names

Skill Expertise, competence
Scrum Scrum roles, scrum teams

Software projects IT projects
Model Application, systems, frameworks

Digital transformation -
Job advertisements Job adverts, job posts, vacancies

Job boards Job portals

The same methodology was used to select the papers which included the SPSP (Soft-
ware Project Scheduling Problem) solutions [57]. A study in [21] followed the same search
strategy with a few additional steps such as applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria to
the reference list of papers and revisiting the excluded articles due to too many exclusions.
To maintain the best practice, the author only considered the papers published in the last 10
years. In addition, the literature search was continued in another approach to identify the
themes of selected scrum role skills under the technical and soft categories, as described in
data analysis.

3.2. Research Methods

A survey was selected to answer the research question as an overall approach. Also,
documents were selected as the data generation method. Theoretically, one research strategy
can have more than one data generation method. Also, it provides different viewpoints
about the phenomenon and increases the quality of the research [61]. However, the research
only considered one data generation method due to the scope of the study.

Job advertisements were considered as documents of data collection. In the literature,
it is mentioned that “found documents” existed before the research and digital documents
are also considered sources of document-based data under publication categories such as
the academic literature, media articles, blog posts, social media posts, etc. Also, document-
based research can be applied to any type of research strategy [61]. Therefore, surveying
using publicly available online job posts on LinkedIn is possible in academic research.

3.3. Data Collection

There are some job standardisation models on LinkedIn which relate to job postings
to recognise professional entities, a feature for suggesting skill sets to the recruiter who
posts the job by following the entity-tagging and entity-ranking processes. The right person
with the right skill sets will interact with the specific job post [22]. According to the deep
understanding of the LinkedIn job posting flow, it was used to filter the jobs with profile
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skills. Therefore, a new profile was created with minimum content to eliminate the filtering
bias of an existing account.

Data were collected within the last quarter of 2023, from LinkedIn into a spreadsheet.
The job posts were searched for two types of methodologies in the literature. On the one
hand, keyword searches to find related job posts were mentioned in two studies. The
keywords found in the literature were used to conduct the automatic search in the T-Net
portal [64], while the other research used four keywords derived from work experiences
based on the authors and descriptions of the role [65]. On the other hand, the data were
collected using predefined search criteria to collect software-related advertisements [49].
The authors defined the data collection methodology by the combination of both identified
methodologies. Each job role name was used as a search keyword to identify the related job
posts and define the other search criteria as follows. (1) Keyword: job role inside the double
quotation; (2) Industry: all; (3) Location: Europe; (4) Job type: full-time; (5) Experience
level: only selected levels; (6) Filtered by: most relevant; and (7) Date posted: previous
month. Also, Boolean functions are supported in the LinkedIn search engine [66].

3.3.1. Dataset

The sampling frame was a list of job advertisements published on LinkedIn related to
three levels of selected job roles and considered the latest accurate, and included all the
populations within the interested context. The collected sample represented a portion of the
overall population, called probability sampling, and used the random sampling technique
to select the data points randomly [61]. For instance, previous research used the same
sampling technique to collect full profile data of IT employees from LinkedIn [23]. Initially,
the survey was planned to be conducted only in the United Kingdom (UK) data but there
were limited data for selected roles and levels. Therefore, the survey was extended to
collect data from European countries because it is a continent that includes the UK [67]. Of
the respondents, 25% were from Europe for the State of Agile survey, this being the second
largest value [17]. The study extended keyword selection from titles to abstracts due to
the limited possibility of collecting only from titles, and this improved the validity of the
study [21].

At the planning stage, the authors decided to collect 100 data for each role. However,
there were less than 100 data available as a total for both SME and WDA categories in
the initial stage and they were collected later before starting their analysis. Also, another
study found that entry-level data availability on LinkedIn was small compared with senior
levels [47]. The sample size was calculated using an online tool by adding the LinkedIn
estimated interested population size as 3689, where the confidence level and margin of
error were set as 95% and 3%, respectively. In the literature, two studies were found to use
the same method to calculate the sample size [49,65]. The sample size was generated as 828
but there were 900 sample data collected, as per Table 3.

Table 3. Count of sample data.

Job Role Experience
Level Code Total Entries Selected Entries

Product Owner (PO)
Entry POE 140 100

Associate POA 402 100
Mid-senior POM 811 100

Scrum Master (SM)
Entry SME 112 100

Associate SMA 192 100
Mid-senior SMM 1229 100

Web Developer (WD)
Entry WDE 425 100

Associate WDA 115 100
Mid-senior WDM 263 100

Total 3689 900
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3.3.2. Data Extraction

Not all LinkedIn job advertisements follow the same structure but still include basic
elements such as job title, location, job type, industry, and number of employees. There are
identified characteristics related to the professional bodies included in job posts named job
title, company name, required skills, and qualifications [22]. The study in [49] mentioned
that the authors had to read the full advert to extract data from the SEEK adverts. There
was no consistency in the structure of the LinkedIn job adverts and the author had to go
through the whole advertisement. Data were extracted from each job post, as shown in
Table 4, related to the objectives mentioned in Section 1. However, there is strong evidence
that identified LinkedIn job advertisements were semi-structured with free-style text for
the company name, job title, location, and job description, while job function, employment
type, industry, experience level, number of employees, and skill words have a predefined
classification [66]. Additionally, skill words were generated by using the skill standardiser,
which suggests the targeted skills for the job post [22]. However, the authors did not
consider skill words in this study to remove the bias on the platform and the study focused
only on job advert content. Also, it only generated a maximum of ten skill words per
job post. According to the authors’ observations, there were more than ten skills per job
post and some of the main skills were missing in the list. In contrast, another study used
LinkedIn profile data for the analysis and described which data were included in the profile
to identify the user’s career paths [23]. This provides valid evidence of the use of publicly
available data on LinkedIn in a research study. Therefore, there were three unstructured
data located in the job description which needed to be extracted as free-style text, as shown
in Table 4.

Table 4. Factors used for data extraction.

Extracted Data Type of Data Located in the Advert Research
Objective

Skills Unstructured Job description 1, 2

Salary Unstructured
Job description or header section 2–4Experience years Unstructured

Experience level Structured Header section as predefined value 1–4

3.4. Data Analysis

The data analysis was conducted for both qualitative and quantitative data. Numeric
data were statistically analysed, such as salary and experience [61]. For example, the
count of each skill was calculated to identify the frequency of the skills. Objective 1 was
achieved by applying mixed methods and the salary and experience from each data point
(job advertisement) used in the rest of the objectives with analysed data from objective 1.
However, salary and experience were not available in every data point and data that existed
was used for analysis. Microsoft Power BI Desktop (version 9.6) was used to analyse the
data [68]. Figure 3 illustrates the overall data analysis process, which is described in each
sub-section.

Different approaches were found in the literature, such as using natural language
processing (NLP) to analyse technical and soft skills in Glassdoor job posts. This was
used to analyse data by using text analytics methods such as the N-gram model, TF-IDF
Ngram, and lexicon mapping, but the study highlighted some limitations on missing data
when using lexicon [50]. Also, there was a study which used a large resume database from
LinkedIn with 121,313 IT employee profiles, 696,985 job listings, 442,796 job descriptions in
text, and 180,921 different job titles. Their approach was completely different due to the
very large and complex dataset, using machine learning algorithms for data mining [23].
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Figure 3. Research process model.

3.4.1. Data Cleansing

The extracted data were presented as per Table 5. A similar kind of structure was
used to list data extracted from LinkedIn in Ref. [47]. Salary was recorded into minimum
and maximum as a range. Each identified skill was maintained in separate columns. Each
row depicts an extracted job post for entry level as P1, P2, and so on. Skills (S1, S2, S3, . . . )
with other data types were represented column-wise and continued to add new skills as
a column in each post. The same format was followed, and 9 sheets were maintained for
each level of each role in the main spreadsheet.

The exclusion criteria when selecting an advertisement are defined as follows:

• Ignored posts that contained too specific subjects/backgrounds, which can occur due
to a special requirement, or with unclear subjects. As an example, mining industry-
related tools and technical skills;

• Ignored noisy text formats which contained special characters, HTML tags, and
distracting icons;

• Excluded posts older than 60 days;
• Ignored posts which did not offer actual jobs and repeated the same content with

slight changes;
• Filtered out only full-time jobs due to consideration of salary and work experience.

Some of the above exclusions were considered in a research study which had a different
approach to data cleansing using algorithms and normalisation. Standardisation was a
more important aspect of data transformation in this work to improve the quality of the
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data in terms of ensuring consistency and removing bias [48,69]. Also, another study
mentioned that atypical job posts were eliminated from the dataset, which may mislead the
process [23]. There were some features available in Power BI such as removing duplicates,
removing spaces, replacing values, merging columns and rows, etc. For example, the null
values in the skills column were replaced by 0, as shown in Table 5, in the dataset to remove
the errors. Other mentioned features were applied during the data preparation stage.

Table 5. Structure of data collection.

Job Posts Experience
Level

Experience
Years

(ExYrs)

Minimum
Salary

(MinSal)

Maximum
Salary

(MaxSal)
S1 S2 S3 . . .

P1 Entry ExYrs 1 MinSal 1 MaxSal 1 1 0 1 . . .
P2 Entry ExYrs 2 MinSal 2 MaxSal 2 0 1 1 . . .
P3 Entry ExYrs 3 MinSal 3 MaxSal 3 1 1 1 . . .
P4 Entry ExYrs 4 MinSal 4 MaxSal 4 1 1 0 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Most of the salaries were in Euro or Great British Pound (GBP) but there were a
few in Swedish Krona (SEK). There were different currencies used in the job posts and
normalisation of the salary was needed. Therefore, the authors decided to convert all
the salaries into GBP using a currency conversion tool to maintain consistency. The site
“Oanda.com” was used on 5 November 2023, UK Standard Time [70].

3.4.2. Qualitative Data Analysis

Several steps were followed to analyse the skills at each level of each role by using
thematic analysis. As the first step, predefined themes of technical and soft skills were
derived as per the literature, and this is known as the deductive approach in theory [61].
There was an article which followed the inductive approach to identify the soft skills in
software engineering by analysing 530 job posts manually. It was completely the opposite
approach that did not use predefined categories of soft skills [49]. Table 6 shows the refined
themes under each scrum role from the literature. Then, the gathered skills from job adverts
were grouped into themes. Also, some skills were identified as new categories, as shown in
Table 7, apart from the identified themes. Additionally, (1) frontend web technologies and
frameworks, (2) backend web technologies and frameworks, and (3) web design and tools
were identified as separate technical skills of web developers. Programming and technical
skills should be a unified single skill [71,72].

Table 6. Refined themes from the literature.

Scrum Roles Technical Skills Soft Skills

Product owner [19,73–77]

Overall strategic and
vision

Improve team
productivity Language fluency Conceptual skills

Return on investment
(ROI) responsibility

Product delivery and
release management

Teamwork and
collaboration

Problem solving and
decision making

Customer satisfaction Risk assessment Communication skills Self-organisation

Business savvy Analytical skills Innovation and creativity

Overall domain
knowledge

Responsibility and
accountability Intrapersonal skills

Lead product lifecycle Flexibility Leadership

Product backlog
management

Customer and stakeholder
orientation Validation and negotiation
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Table 6. Cont.

Scrum Roles Technical Skills Soft Skills

Scrum master [19,78–81]

Databases and
Infrastructure Scrum methodology Teamwork and

collaboration Servant leadership

Programming and
technical skills Agile techniques Management Planning and organisation

skills

Software engineering Knowledge about the
project domain Negotiation Creativity and innovation

Architecture Communication Problem solving and
decision making Active listening

Quality and testing Flexibility Facilitating

Improve team
productivity

Mentoring, coaching, and
teaching

Process improvement Coordinating

Software development
team [71,72,82–85]

Programming and
technical

Software engineering best
practices Communication Intrapersonal skills

Agile and scrum expertise
Software integration and

cloud development
techniques

Analytical thinking Organisational and
planning

Database Teamwork and
collaborative Willingness to learn

Vision and requirements Leadership Creativity and innovation

Self-tracking and
time-tracking tools

Problem solving and
decision making

Internal/external
stakeholder management

Debugging skills and
testing tools Language fluency Mentoring

Table 7. Industry skills in demand.

Scrum Roles Technical Skills Soft Skills

Product owner

Scrum methodology Designing knowledge Coordinating skill

Software quality management Project management tools

Other agile methodologies Microsoft and other tools

IT and software knowledge Product road mapping

Scrum master

Identify and eliminate obstacles Project delivery Willingness to learn

Other agile methodologies Product management skills Analytical skills

Internal and external stakeholder
management Customer interaction Language fluency

Project tracking and tools Moderating workshops Intrapersonal skills

Agile scaling frameworks

Web developer

Frontend web technologies and
frameworks CMS Flexible and adaptability

Backend web technologies and
frameworks

Web performance and
optimisation Accessibility and usability

Web design and tools Microsoft and other tools Committed and responsible

3.4.3. Quantitative Data Analysis

Quantitative analysis was used to identify the patterns and relationships of the dataset.
Theoretically, there are three types of statistical techniques: simple analysis, simple descrip-
tive statistical techniques, and more complex statistical techniques [61]. According to the
scale of the study, simple and descriptive statistics were applied rather than more complex
statistical analysis, that was not required to achieve the research objectives. The study
in [23] used descriptive statistics to focus on the analysis of LinkedIn profile data to identify
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career paths and the same technique was used to analyse numerical data in another study
as well [21]. Power BI is supported for the required analysis methods and data analysis
expressions (DAX) were used to perform logical and aggregation functions [86].

The nominal, ordinal, and ratio data were used in discrete and continuous data formats.
Qualitative data were analysed using both qualitative and quantitative analysis methods.
Theoretically, there is a possibility to use quantitative analysis methods on qualitative
data. Nominal value 1 was used in the skill dataset to represent the skill availability
when extracting data from adverts, and after the data collection empty cells were replaced
with the value 0 using the Power BI set value feature to identify the unavailability of
skills. Also, nominal data were used to calculate the frequency of each skill [61]. In
the literature, many articles measured the count value to identify the frequency of the
dataset and “term frequencies” were recognised as a text-processing technique in the
literature [21,49]. The count of occurrences of technical and soft skills was calculated. All
the counts which were less than two were ignored at each level due to being too specific
and the literature introduced it as “talent detection” because it is specialised knowledge
for a specific project [21]. Then, frequency differences were calculated, and a significant
difference was identified to define the major and minor skills of each level.

A descriptive statistical technique was used for salary and experience years of the ratio
data type in a continuous form as follows: (1) minimum, maximum, and average values of
salary; and (2) the highest and lowest values of experience years of each level. Experience
levels were defined as ordinal data types which had a sequential order to differentiate one
level from another. The analysed data were used to identify the patterns and relationships
between the levels to achieve objective 2 by using tables and graphs in Section 4.

3.5. Ethical Considerations

Ethical approval was received from the Teesside University ethics committee on the in
October, 2023. The study was carried out following the university guidelines and the UK
General Data Protection Regulation [87,88]. However, this research did not directly involve
any personal data.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Overview Results in Advertisements

A total of 900 job advertisements were analysed under each level of the three selected
scrum roles from different industries in Europe. IT services and IT consulting, software
development and staffing and recruiting industries dominated, with more than 75% of the
job adverts. Also, Germany, France, UK, and The Netherlands were the dominant countries,
with over 75% of the jobs.

Germany, The Netherlands, UK, and Italy were the top four European countries based
on descriptive analysis [66]. The same trend for job vacancies was observed in the current
study and this is a secondary confirmation of the data validity. All other countries in
Europe had very few posts published on LinkedIn for the selected roles.

4.2. Objective 1: Major and Minor Skills in Scrum Roles

There were two sets of soft and technical skills for each role level. As mentioned in
Section 3, major and minor skills were identified by using the significant difference of each
skill in a set (both soft and technical). The major skills from both soft and technical skills
were combined. In the same way, minor skills were also combined for all role levels. The
major skills of the scrum master associate level were derived as shown in Figure 4. For the
rest, the same methodology was followed. As a result, each role level has major and minor
separate skills lists with a combination of soft and technical skills. In addition, human
and business skills were referred to as soft skills in some cases [46]. However, business
skills were treated as technical skills for relevant roles (product owner and scrum master)
because those were identified as role-specific skills within this study.
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Figure 4. Skill categorisation of associate level.

Figure 5 shows the overall number of major and minor skills in each role level. There
is a significant increase in major skills between the lowest level and the highest level of
each role. At the mid-senior level, both the product owner (PO) and web developer (WD)
roles required a higher number of major skills, 19 and 13, respectively, compared with the
associate level. However, there is a slight difference between the associate and mid-senior
levels of scrum master (SM), by only one skill. Non-progression skills, that were identified
in further analysis of objective 2, suggest they should have a clear impact on major and
minor skills.

Figure 5. Overall major and minor skill counts.

Major and minor skills and the number of adverts (frequency) are illustrated in
Appendix A based on experience levels and roles. A frequency analysis was performed
to identify the most and least frequent skill sets using a histogram analysis of the skill
distribution [48]. IT and software knowledge is the highest wanted skill at the mid-senior
level, while team and collaboration skills were highest at lower levels, while they ranked
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second at the mid-senior level. Even if the IT and software knowledge was a major skill set,
it was at the bottom in lower levels.

Scrum master at all three levels had the same scrum methodology as the top skill.
Teamwork and collaboration and other agile methodologies (e.g., dynamic systems devel-
opment method, Kanban, Lean, extreme programming, feature-driven development [19])
were within the top five in all three levels. Web developers at all levels had frontend
and backend web technologies as their topmost skills. Other than that, teamwork and
collaboration were among the top five skills. The aim of objective 1 was to recognise major
and minor skill lists for each role level.

Skills in Industry Demand

New skills were discovered under each role for industry demand by comparison
with themes, as shown in Table 7. Skill requirements were provided from the employer’s
perspective based on emerging and required skills by analysing online job vacancies [69].
However, there were some disagreements identified in the analysed data. For example, the
coordinating skill was discovered as a new skill at the associate level of product owner, but
it disappeared at the mid-senior level. Likewise, there were a few uncommon occurrences
in the analysed data, not only in the new skills, but also themes as well. The study in [16]
identified a lot of industrial information provided by LinkedIn and other digital sources,
but data extraction was difficult because of noisy data. Therefore, in further analysis, those
patterns were identified and ignored to simplify the process.

4.3. Objective 2: Patterns and Relationships
4.3.1. Required Major and Minor Skill Patterns

An article mentioned the most frequent skills as required skills, but it did not specifi-
cally consider job levels and skills continuity between levels [48]. Moreover, a skill matrix
was used to map the most frequent skills as required hard skills [47]. In this study, skills
which were identified at entry level and remained at the same skill levels were considered
required major and minor skills. As a result, these types of skills were filtered as required
skills for each role in terms of continuity in Appendix B.

4.3.2. Level-Specific Progression Skill Patterns

Patterns were identified which had continuous progress between levels. It is important
to identify patterns as they directly affect progression [89]. This specifically indicates the
skills gaps between levels. Therefore, these types of skills impact on future career paths
as value-added skills. Two types of patterns were considered to identify the level-specific
progression relationships: skills that were recognised as minor and continued to the next
level as major (illustrated in Appendix C); and skills that appeared at associate level as
major or minor skills and remained in mid-senior level in the same state or as major. For
example, the responsibility and accountability skill occurred at the POA as a minor skill,
with 24 occurrences, and continual growth to 46 at the next level as a major skill. Also,
only one minor skill was identified at POM as a conceptual skill, but it had a very low
frequency that could be considered a specialised job requirement which was not filtered
out in previous steps. The minor skills that were observed at SMA (customer interaction
and knowledge about project domain), and WDA (leadership) positions were continued to
the next level but with reduced demand.

4.3.3. Lack of Skill Progression Patterns

According to Appendix D, some patterns deviated from the main identified patterns
due to unstructured job descriptions with minimal information. For example, the possible
lack of progression patterns is shown in Table 8. In the study, these patterns were identified
as deviant patterns and had relationships that deviated from the mainstream. Also, the
skills that did not continue to higher levels were considered non-progression skill patterns.
A study followed the outlier elimination step in the process of eliminating highly abnormal
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job descriptions which were misleading [23]. Deviant and non-progression patterns were
considered outliers in this study and eliminated from further analysis.

Table 8. Possible lack of progression patterns.

Entry Associate Mid-Senior

Minor Major Minor
Major Minor Major
Major Major Minor
Major Minor Minor

No deviant patterns were observed in PO levels. Appendix D illustrates all possible
deviations of SM and WD. The last possible pattern in Table 8 was not counted as it did
not exist. Problem solving and intrapersonal skills had less frequency differences and
were an indication of the noise of the dataset. All the other skills that differentiated from
more than 10 adverts suggested a deviation. Also, there were only three skills with non-
progression from PO and WD roles. There was a lack of continuity between levels and very
low frequency values. For example, risk assessment did not occur at the associate level and
occurred again at the higher level.

Appendix E illustrates required, and level-specific all skill patterns after eliminating
the lack of progression patterns. Each level’s total major and minor skill counts were
reduced by the impact of a lack of progression skills. As a result, there was a clear increase
in levels of major skills.

4.4. Objective 3: Formulating Mathematical Equations
4.4.1. Initial Relationship and Rating

An employee who initially joined a company has only an actual salary and work
experience years. The salary was expected to be awarded based on the overall skill expertise
that matches with the job requirements in an advertisement [55]. Also, the skill expertise
was expected to be measured during the interview process. Explanations of variables are
in Table 9 to improve the readability. However, the exact skill level of a new employee is
difficult to define at the initial stage. Therefore, the authors have identified the industry
standard values by analysing collected salaries and experience years of each role, as shown
in Figure 6. For instance, low skills have lower pay and high skills have higher pay, which
implies that the level of a skill defines the pay [48]. As a result, the industry-average skill
level was defined by using Smin, Smax, Emin, and Emax values of the role level.

According to the analysis, the authors determined that the skill value of new employees
should be placed within A and B in the graph, as shown in Figure 7. The green area (A)
represents all the higher-skilled values, and the red area (B) represents lower-skilled values.
For instance, if an employee has less work experience and a higher salary when compared
with the industry average, that indicates the employee should be more skilled. Also, if it is
the other way around, that indicates an under-skilled employee. Furthermore, if the salary
and previous work experience of an employee are on an average level (y = mx + c), that
indicates the employee has an industry-average skill value.

Table 9. Description of variables.

Variable/Notation Interpretation

Smax Maximum salary in a dataset
Smin Minimum salary in a dataset
Sdi f f Salary difference between actual and expected
Emax Maximum experience in a dataset
Emin Minimum experience in a dataset
Sexp Expected salary for a given experience in industry
Sa Actual salary from the recruited company in GBP
Ea Actual previous work experience in years
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Figure 6. The industry standard values.

Most importantly, there was a true zero value to minimum experience years be-
cause some job opportunities did not require any experience. Therefore, the experi-
ence varies from a minimum of none (0/Emin) to any number of years (Emax). How-
ever, non-volunteering opportunities were considered in the study; hence, salary cannot
be zero. Therefore, salary varies from a minimum (Smin) to a maximum (Smax) in GBP.
Hence, Smin > 0, Emin >= 0 and both Smax and Emax should be larger than Smin and
Emin, respectively.

Figure 7. Standard industry position of the employee.

Equation (1) calculates the expected average salary (Sexp) for the given experience in
the industry. According to the y = mx + c line, ‘m’ should be [(Smax − Smin)/(Emax − Emin)]
and ‘c’ should be either Smax − [(Smax − Smin)/(Emax − Emin)]Emax or Smin − [(Smax − Smin)/
(Emax − Emin)]Emin.
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Sexp =

[
(Smax − Smin)

(Emax − Emin)

]
Ea +

{
Smax −

[
(Smax − Smin)

(Emax − Emin)

]
Emax

}
(1)

Sdi f f is the difference between the actual salary of the employee (Sa) and the expected
industry-average salary Sexp represented in (2).

Sdi f f = Sa − Sexp (2)

A rating based on the salary difference Sdi f f was introduced using a scale from 0 to 100,
where 50 means no difference (or average salary), 0 is the minimum salary Smin for maxi-
mum experience Emax, and 100 is the maximum salary Smax for the minimum experience
Emin an individual can obtain, as shown in Figure 7. Employees rated 0–49 are low in skill
expertise, 50 is the average, and 51–100 are high in skill expertise. Equation (3) indicates the
mathematical representation.

InitialRating = 50

[
(Sdi f f )

(Smax − Smin)

]
+ 50 (3)

4.4.2. Individual Skill Time

The frequency values of each level major and minor were used to generate the skill
evaluation framework by using the below equations. Table 10 shows a description of
the variables.

Table 10. Description of individual skill variables.

Variable/Notation Interpretation

EDi f f (avg)
Role-specific average experience difference between

two sequence levels
Dyear Working days per year
Tday Working hours per day
Hnext Total hours to work until next level

∑F(major) Role-specific frequency count for majors
∑F(minor) Role-specific frequency count for minors
∑SK(major) Role-specific major skills count
∑SK(minor) Role-specific minor skills count

H(major) Hours per major skill
H(minor) Hours per minor skill

Equation (4) represents the number of hours to complete to reach the next level. For
instance, it shows the total number of hours required to complete the PO entry level to
enter the PO associate level. The total number of hours should be allocated for both major
and minor skills at a specific level proportionately. The major and minor proportion is
measured as follows for any level.

∑ f (major) ∑SK(major) : ∑ f (minor) ∑SK(minor)

Total hours for major and minor skills of each level were calculated from (5) and (6)
based on the major and minor proportion of the level.

Hnext = EDi f f (avg)DyearTday (4)

Hmajor = Hnext

[
∑ f (major) ∑SK(major)

(∑ f (major) ∑SK(major) +∑ f (minor) ∑SK(minor))

]
(5)

Hminor = Hnext

[
∑ f (minor) ∑SK(minor)

(∑ f (major) ∑SK(major) +∑ f (minor) ∑SK(minor))

]
(6)
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At every level of a role, it requires time (H(major) or H(minor)) to improve a skill expertise.
The time allocated for each skill level (major or minor) should be different. Majors require
more time than minors. By adding time as an overall value, the time will be distributed to
all skills as per their proportion. As a result, individual skills are evaluated in an hourly
manner based on skill level (major or minor).

There is a significant impact on the overall rating by changing the salary. However,
change in the level-specific hours has minimum impact on the overall rating due to the
low amount of completed project or sprint hours. Additionally, the initial ratings were
unique according to the role and the level of team members. All the equations generated
useful information about employee skill evaluation to make decisions about employee
career development and ease of employee selection for a project. The proposed model was
developed based on the initial rating and skill development throughout project completions.

4.5. Objective 4: Proposed Skill-Based Continuous Evaluation Model

Low-code development (LCD) platforms are considered as promising tools in the
industry. Also, only low programming knowledge is required to develop an application [90].
Forrester’s survey highlighted that there was a 5 to 10 times greater speed of development.
Additionally, time consumption was low when compared with the coding development
approach [91]. Therefore, the authors decided to develop the Skill Evolution Evaluation
Model (SEEM) using a low-code platform.

SEEM was implemented using the Mendix low-code platform, which supports devel-
opment in frontend, workflow, integration, and backend. Moreover, LCD platforms are
easy to use in the agile development process [90]. According to many analysts at Gartner,
SAP, and IBM, Mendix is the best emerging tool which provides a full-stack development
platform [92]. Mendix is a collaborative tool with all roles and lifecycle phases. Also,
Mendix supports both experienced and non-experienced developers by providing two
types of environments. This study used Mendix Studio Pro, which required some program-
ming knowledge, to develop the application [93]. The Mendix platform is more suitable
for a small or medium-sized project which has a short delivery time [92]. The product
prototype was developed using the Mendix Studio Pro platform in the 10.4.1 version.

SEEM consists of the main Mendix features mentioned by Poe and Mew in the study
in [92], such as security and user authentication, deployment, user experience and interfaces,
business logic, data structure, and domain model, but does not use the collaborative
feature due to single-user implementation. This paper describes the SEEM’s domain
model, business model, and user interfaces (UIs). Other features are similar to the Mendix
default functionalities.

4.5.1. Domain Model

There are four main entities produced in the proposed model apart from user accounts
with one-to-one, many-to-many, and one-to-many relationships. Finalised major and minor
skills were stored in the skills table by categorising skill types and levels. All three roles
were stored in the roles entity along with connected skills for the role derived from the study
findings available in the skills entity. There was a many-to-many relationship between roles
and skills because any role could have multiple skills. Analysed industry standard values
for each level of all roles were stored in the standards entity, which has a one-to-many
relationship with the roles entity. I.e., a single role could have three industry standards for
each level.

The main entity was the employee, which consists of different data types such as string,
decimal, integer, and date. Also, it had field validations for employee experience, salary,
and level to improve the security strength of the application. An employee has several
relationships between every other entity but most importantly, one employee has one
account and many skills, many employees have many standard values, and one employee
has only one role at a time. All the relationships and entities are provided in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Domain model of SEEM.

4.5.2. Business Model

The point-to-sell features were defined as the business model. The overall model was
developed using Mendix microflows that supports connecting both UI and entities. The
prototype business model is a combination of three main features as follows: (1) initial
(base) rating; (2) next level total hours and completed hours; (3) overall rated value and
individual skill values. To develop this model, the authors used previously generated
results as input for this process, such as finalised role-specific major and minor skills of
each level, industry-standard values, and mathematical equations. Also, the synthetic
individual salary and work experience were used as inputs to measure the initial rating.
Appendix F illustrates the main features of the business model process in a flowchart.

Figure 9 presents one of the microflows used to implement the initial rating feature.
Similarly, there are two microflows for other main features. However, there were several
microflows implemented. Moreover, the initial equation was implemented as a change
variable action in the initial rating microflow. All the equations were formulated in relevant
microflow to build the proposed model.

Figure 9. Microflow of the initial rating.

By updating the salary, SEEM recalculates the hours to complete in the same way it
calculated them in the initial stage and updates the rating. At the same time, it resets the
completed hours. The decision-maker could have a clear understanding of the expertise
related to skill hours and offer a better wage increase. This will benefit the employee as
their new rating is an indicator of a fair wage increase.

SEEM is developed based on data from scrum roles in the IT industry. By following the
same methodology, it can be developed for any other organisation which has scrum teams,
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such as construction, education, product development, automotive, marketing, finance,
and event planning. Also, it can be developed further for any organisation that has role and
level-specific skill data. Recruitment knowledge, knowledge about scrum, research and
development skills, product development, and software testing are needed as knowledge,
experience, and skills. Any computer with a web browser can be used to run the SEEM
and the internet is required if hosted in a cloud space.

4.5.3. User Interfaces

The proposed skill-driven model involved three users, administrator, project manager
(PM), and employee, with the latter a representative from the scrum team. Features were
implemented for PMs (any decision-maker) to make effective decisions. The employee is
considered as an inheritance of the other two roles without any additional features. For
example, an administrator can create and manage all user accounts while an employee is only
able to view their profiles with personalised data and update their account. All these features
are available for PMs as they are the target group. Figure 10A indicates where individual
salary and experience are entered as input values. Moreover, other necessary details related to
specific employees can be added from the same view such as role, experience level, and skills.
Then, the initial rating is calculated by using a formula and displayed to the PM in Figure 10B.
There is a view in Figure 10C for inserting project worked hours, which impacts overall
employee rating and systematically calculates completed hours from total next-level hours.
An employee profile UI with completed hours and overall rated values on a 0–100 scale are
shown in Figure 10D. Prototype wireframes in XD—https://xd.adobe.com/view/b4e65c32-
b6f6-47b7-8039-0e7a9716337b-e1b5/ (accessed on 4 October 2023).

Figure 10. User interfaces of SEEM.

https://xd.adobe.com/view/b4e65c32-b6f6-47b7-8039-0e7a9716337b-e1b5/
https://xd.adobe.com/view/b4e65c32-b6f6-47b7-8039-0e7a9716337b-e1b5/
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4.6. Objective 5: Model Evaluation with Previous Works

This study evaluates the proposed model with the existing tools and models of skill
evaluation. In the literature, there are other methods to evaluate skills from different
perspectives, such as a skill matrix [46], DFIR skill map [47], the Skill Recommendation Deep
Q-Network (SRDQN) [52], skill evaluation tools [25], and the skills mapping approach [51].
Therefore, we critically analyse some of the above models and tools under predefined
categories such as purpose, features, accuracy, and efficiency of decision making.

4.6.1. Expertise-Based Skill Management System (EBSMS)

The EBSMS uses several parameters to define the skill expertise including skill level,
skill items, skill set, mean skills, skill set based on education and experience, project success
factor, training, and feedback from the manager [53]. In this context, having too many
parameters makes a model complex. Also, the 1–10 skill level and skill items have no
given methodology for how to assign them to an employee. The skill set was chosen by
an employee based on their education. This might be misleading as education does not
always reflect all skills used in employment, especially in the software industry. They used
the project success factor in the calculation [53]. However, the project’s success is defined
by the decision making of the project management. Poor decisions are accountable for
project failures [9]. Based on this, the success factor should not be a factor for an individual
employee except decision-makers. Requesting feedback from a manager to evaluate making
the process longer and more complex would add time and increase the risk of not achieving
it in the long run. SEEM does not use the above-mentioned educational background, project
success factor, or manager’s feedback. The model accepts standard roles and level-based
skill sets, with the ability to add additional skills if needed. In addition, SEEM calculates a
skill rating (or level) at the beginning of the employment based on the agreed salary and
experience years in the field. This avoids the manual assessing and rating requirement to
make the process simpler. In the future, updates of the salary and experience in skills will
be tracked and visible to both manager and employee. SEEM was designed to provide an
estimation of the time required to reach the next level of the role based on the current salary
and experience, which is not available in EBSMS. The only inputs to the SEEM would be
additional skills, salary, and skill hours after project completion (or time tracker) to make
use of the model for everyday use with less effort.

4.6.2. Skill Matrix

A skill matrix is a method used to evaluate skills in a specific project or event. It was
used to evaluate employee skills at the review stage after a project. The identified skills
were rated by using different ranking methods such as numerical ranking, colour coding,
or textual coding (low, medium, and high) [46]. The skill matrix was used by Potter [46] for
student skills. However, skill evaluation is conducted by students, assessors, and clients.
There are inaccuracies in students’ self-rated skill matrix due to under- or overestimation.
However, SEEM uses only a salary (if changed) and the hours worked in each skill (or
collective overall hours for all skills) after a completed project. The simplicity of the inputs
and the definition of expertise suggest that SEEM should be more accurate and descriptive
in terms of skills expertise [55]. Moreover, SEEM follows industry standard values to
calculate individual expertise and no estimations are used. The individual ratings always
follow the industry standards.

Other than that, the skill list was categorised as technical, humanistic, and business
skills, but there is no further categorisation according to roles and levels as major or minor
in skill matrices. As a result, the team selected irrelevant skills from the skill list for the
projects. Additionally, it was mentioned that a key factor of self-evaluation should match
industry expectations; otherwise, it will be difficult to understand the skills which are
needed to improve or resume [46]. On the other hand, SEEM categorises the roles according
to the career path level (entry, associate, mid-senior, etc.) along with the skill level as a
major or a minor depending on the usage of the skill in a specific role level. Also, the
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improvements in skills and salaries are visible throughout the employment for both the
manager (or employer/decision-maker) and the employee. This makes SEEM a step ahead
of skill matrices in continuously evaluating and tracking progress.

Generally, a skillmap is defined as a list of skills and ranked values with a hierarchical
skill classification and matrix ranking method. A skillmap is represented as a table with a
list of skills as a tree structure in rows based on the four levels of skill classification, as per
Table 11. A DFIR skillmap was generated as training material for future DFIR professionals
and the skills were identified from a threefold approach map with a tree-structured skill
matrix to identify the most frequent skills [47]. SEEM used a different method to find
frequent skills and did not apply weighting until the classification of majors and minors.
After the classification, majors and minors received weights based on the frequency ratios.

Data occurrences were recorded in each column in DFIR. The total number of oc-
currences was calculated under three datasets and the average percentage represents the
importance of skills. The most important feature is skill classifications that gives a deep
understanding of the skills. However, there is no specific information about the skill evalu-
ation method using the skillmap [47]. SEEM provides a clear methodology to obtain simple
inputs and calculate an initial start expertise rating, continuous evaluation, and calculations
throughout the stay of an employee in a given workplace. As described above, SEEM uses
industry-wide standards for calculations collected and derived from real job board data.
SEEM is a flat structure over the tree structure of DFIR [47]. DFIR focuses on the most
crucial skills but SEEM focuses on both majors (crucial in DFIR) and minors as they have
a distinct pathway to the next steps in the career ladder in the same role, as found in the
information generated from collected data.

Table 11. An example of a skill matrix [47].

Skills R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 . . .

DFIR (L1) X X X X X X X X . . .

L2 skill X X X X X X . . .

L3 skill X X X . . .

L3 skill X X X X X . . .

L4 skill X X . . .

L4 skill X X X . . .

L2 skill X X X X X X . . .

L3 skill X X . . .

L3 skill X X . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Each row represents the skill levels from L1 to L4 as tree-based classification and each column represents a data
record (R1, R2, . . .).

The skill matrix, skillmap, EBSMS, and SEEM have their focus areas and goals. Some
of these are complex for the user (manager/decision-maker) and have no support for
different stakeholder access. Some of the models do not consider roles and connected levels
to specify the output. It is difficult to distinguish which is the best model; however, SEEM
provides a more simplified and transparent model to carry out everyday skills evaluation
and tracking for both decision-makers and employees. This enhances the ability to make
decisions quickly and easily.
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4.6.3. Values of SEEM

1. Simplicity:
SEEM expects simple inputs (e.g., agreed salary, experience years, updated salary,
overall hours, or individual skill hours to be accepted as inputs in different stages)
from the decision-maker that encourage continuous engagement. The decision-maker
could make better decisions by considering useful information as follows.

• Completed hours to date and the hours needed to be completed to the next level
(entry to the associate, associate to mid-senior);

• Initial ratings;
• Overall continuous ratings.

As a cyclic encouragement, the process would continue to have improved results over
time. By using SEEM, decision-makers understand better employees’ skills and make
better decisions. The decision-makers can input overall project hours into the model
and the model distributes those hours to each skill depending on the weights of each
skill category (major or minor).
As a value addition, SEEM also supports the input of individual skill hours to provide
improved results, which would be a result of stimulating decision-makers from
previous results with overall hours. Figure 11 indicates the simplicity in the flow of
SEEM by comparison with other existing models and without a model.

Figure 11. Main values of SEEM.

2. Transparency:
Only a decision-maker adds or updates data, which is also visible to the respective
team members. Transparency leads to more accurate, prompt data inputs, as shown
in Figure 11.

3. Extended values:
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For SEEM, the skill hours are added sprint-wise or by linking a time-tracker soft-
ware. This makes the process more efficient, and the decision-maker is free from
entering data. This leads to making the model more useful and reduces hesitation.
Linking to the payroll with caution could make the process easier to add employees,
update salaries, etc. Everyone in the same loop benefits without having to adapt to
completely new software or solutions by integrating or linking additional services as
described above.
The gaps identified in the literature can be solved by using this model as it provides a
clear understanding of individual employees’ skill levels. As an example, teamwork,
communication skills, and organisational skills ratings should reflect the expected
commitment of the employee.
The digital transformation in businesses and industries within Industry 4.0 is chang-
ing and has significant challenges in the skills market. Skills evaluation and tracking
throughout an employment have become a common research area due to the de-
mand [94].

4.6.4. Study Contribution

Limited studies have been conducted to identify skill evaluation concerning digital
industry demand. The results of this study prove that the skills of each selected scrum role
can be extracted from LinkedIn job adverts. The level-specific skills in job adverts were not
studied as per the literature even if the role-specific skill analysis was found. The skill set
is the reflection of the current skill demand for a selected role. The skill set is classified to
differentiate major skills and minor skills in demand by using frequencies in levels. The
existence of patterns and relationships was found through the study as follows: (1) required
skills, (2) level-specific progressions skills, and (3) lack of skill progressions. The study
eliminated two types of lack of skill progression to improve the accuracy of the dataset.

The initial skill value of an employee is anywhere within the graph (Figure 7) and is
used as the backbone of the study. It was defined on a 0–100 scale based on the industry
standard values. Skill value has three different states: average skilled, over-skilled, or under-
skilled. Two mathematical equations were formulated based on the resultant relationships
between salary, experience, and major–minor skills.

The impact of skill-driven models in scrum teams for software projects was researched
less and the focus was on the reduction in the complexity and the improvement in the
usability. SEEM was developed after research, not a commonly used method like the
surveyed research on a suggested model. SEEM is a findings-based model rather than an
assumptions-based model. The authors believe that such studies on skill-driven models
can be useful for project success, especially in the era of digital transformation.

4.6.5. Limitations

• The use of only one platform (LinkedIn) and a data generation method (document) to
extract data could miss out on a different set of recruiters who do not use LinkedIn.

• The data were limited only to European countries for the three specific scrum roles.
• The LinkedIn job adverts expired soon after the recruitment process completed. It was

a challenge to extract enough data and review job advertisements after the vacancies
were filled on LinkedIn [21].

• Job roles changed slightly with the job advertisement titles in the data collection process.
• There were difficulties in finding data for specific roles from October to November

because the second largest peak recruitment period is September to October and the
quietest hiring months are November to December in the UK due to the influence of
seasonal trends [48]. Data were collected during the intermediate time between the
hiring trends.

• Some adverts were published as non-English and used Chrome Translate to translate
the description [95]. This impacted the process of data collection and additional time
was invested to expand the dataset.
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• The salaries were not mentioned and left blank in some job adverts. Salary information
was not mentioned in 50% of job postings, as also found in another study [48]. Also,
experience was not mentioned in several job adverts, but this was not as frequent as
salaries not being mentioned.

• The approach did not follow an automated process for data extraction and analysis.
Therefore, it was time consuming.

4.6.6. Future Research Directions

• An evaluation of SEEM and its effectiveness could be performed as a future study by
using a control group.

• There were specific job titles which related to the scrum roles in job advertisements.
This is an opportunity to analyse more specialised roles to detect emerging job roles
and career paths in the IT industry.

• More job portals could be used to improve the accuracy of industry standards of the
proposed model and eliminate platform bias (LinkedIn).

• Future research could focus on different approaches to improve the efficiency of the
process by following an automated process in data extraction.

• Data could be expanded for any IT professionals and levels by following the same
approach worldwide.

5. Conclusions

This study is based on an industrial dataset which effectively impacts industry demand
for skills. The proposed model suggests that there is a direct relationship between job
advert skills with career development. Major and minor skills for each level are derived
from the study for objective 1 along with the relationships and patterns for objective
2. The formulation of the mathematical representation for objective 3 was based on the
achievement of both initial objectives. As objective 4, SEEM was developed upon the
mathematical formulas and skill sets from the first two objectives. The use of a single-
platform approach with a single data generation method, manual data collection within
the only European region, translating adverts using a browser extension, missing salaries
and experiences, and expiring adverts were identified as major limitations to the study.
SEEM was compared with a few existing models to find out the impact on the scrum team.
The results suggest that there is better visibility and evaluation of the expertise of skills of
the scrum team for decision making in software projects that use SEEM. Also, the team
members see the progress towards their next career level, and this improves them as a team.
Both decision-makers and scrum team members benefit.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Frequency of major and minor skills (product owner).

Figure A2. Frequency of major and minor skills (scrum master).

Figure A3. Frequency of major and minor skills (web developer).
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Appendix B

Figure A4. Required skill patterns between levels.
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Appendix C

Figure A5. Level-specific skill patterns.

Appendix D

Figure A6. Deviant skill patterns.
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Appendix E

Figure A7. Total major and minor skill counts (without lack of progression patterns).

Appendix F

Figure A8. Business model of SEEM.
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